
Bank of America Boycott - Timeline/Stra~egy 

Mid*September- Campaign Kick off 

A mid-September kick-oft could include pickets/Support 
demonstrations to orchestrate large withdrawls of Pensfon or 
other accounts as well as individual withdrawls. Plans would 
to begin now for the coverage by media and prior publicity. 

September through late October 

7/10/77 

need 

Weekly pickets of Branches throughout the state. This 
would be a time to build support in the community for the Boycott. 
This would also be a time to seek endorsements from churches, 
community groups and other contacts. 

Late October/Early November 

Connect with the different Campus Teach-ins being planned. 
This would include SBRI PT at Stanford, CVAA O~Jnany of the u.c. 
campuses. One possible way to approach this is through work
Sht)J'S as a part of the teach-ins on South Africa. 

Additionally during this same period a program of community 
Speak-outs coud be established for further community education on 
the situation in South Africa and the speci~ic role the Bank plays 
in this situation. 

Mid-February 

A day of community withdrawl and support. ~his would be 
a day to draw on the community contacts made and show the connections 
between the situation m in South Africa and the situation here in 
the U.S. A day when community leaders would be asked to publicly 
support the Boycptt. A day when the different Community and State 
organizations xii would withd~aw funds from the Bank. 

April 

Annual Shareholders meeting. Plan for a large demonstration 
with community and church speakers. Possibly hold a parallel meeting 
to show how little the people have to say about the "Peoples Bank". 
This might be a time tm consider Civil Disobedience. 

*** 
The purpose of the events is to draw public concern towar, . , , . 

the issue of South Africa and on the role the Bank plays in the ~ 
perpetuationof thi~ situation. Additionally the Boycott shou.ald 
clearly make the connections between the Banks policiy on South 
Africa and the policy on Affirmative Action and the practice of 
Redlinning. 

The weekly pickets should continue as possible through 
the entire period. These might be only for a few hours one day 
per week. Also the seeking of endorsements and community support 
will be an ongoing project. 


